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Although the Editor is currently flu ravaged, I have managed to put together this, the second issue of our
20th year in publishing of 'IN miniature' (previously known as 'News and 'Views'). Welcome to issue Volume
20/2 (2006). Due to the fact that I am laid seriously low at the moment, this issue is heavy with visual articles (walkarounds, reports etc), as several Historical articles that I was working on were obviously not going
to make it in time, as it is not possible to finish the necessary drawings at the moment.
Hopefully the mixture here will provide something that everyone will find of interest. As we are right in the
midst of the Model Show season here in Oz, this issue includes Mick Elst's reports from Illawarra, ACTSMS
and 'Squadron'. Hopefully next issue we may have some from Model Expo in Melbourne (thanks to Mick as
usual for the photos). The articles that I have been working on such as the second part of the de Havilland
Dove article (and others) should return next issue. Also don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML
pages ('click' on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual we have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their photos and other
material in this issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Mick Elst, Alan Yee, Peter Malone, Clarke
Cone, Jim Grant, Ley Reynolds, DOD, AWM & the AHMWA. Obviously I also am grateful to Matt Ward,
Gary Wickham and New Ware Inc, and Brett Reynolds for the review material. Don't forget that all photos
credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without written permission.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor

All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted
and cannot be reproduced without written permission
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By Mick Mirkovic
This is an updated version of my previous articles on 25 ( City of
Perth ) Squadron's Vampires with additional photos and corrects
some errors in those articles and my article that appeared in January 2005's issue of Scale Aviation Modeller International. The
Squadron received it's first de Havilland Australia built Vampire F.30
on September 9, 1951 and gradually received more until it was fully
equipped with the FB.31 model during 1956. It also received a number of the trainer versions of the Vampire, which are detailed in the
included list with their service dates . The Squadron ceased flying
operations in April, 1960 and commenced ground support duties at
RAAF Pearce here in Western Australia as part of the RAAF Reserve. It later reformed as a flying unit in 1989 flying Macchis in the
lead fighter role until it was stood down from flying duties when 79
Squadron reformed to take over that role in 1998.

riod) . Similar numbers were also often painted in Black on the
lower nose wheel door (below the nose).

General Notes on Colour Schemes

Type 1 Badge - 1955 to early 1957 :

All Vampires used by the Squadron are detailed below, any variations are be noted in the revelant photos.

A Flying Black Swan with Orange Beak and Eye, Red '25' above
the Swan and Red ' City of Perth Fighter Squadron' script underneath, worn on both sides of the nose. On the underwing fuel tanks,
only the Flying Black Swan was carried (on occasions).

All aircraft were painted in Aluminium Lacquer overall, except for
the starboard nose access panel which was Natural Metal. All Serial
Numbers were Black and the last 2/3 numbers were usually painted
on the nose wheel doors in Black with Silver Lacquer 'last 2/3' numbers. (Editor) At one stage 25 Sqn painted the nose wheel doors
Red (which colour had been used on spinners in the Mustang pe-

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde Ex-Services Club
724 Victoria Road
Ryde NSW 2112

R.A.A.F. Insignia , Pre-1956 : Red, White & Blue Roundels on the
Fuselage booms and both surfaces of the Wing, similar to the R.A.
F.'s 'D' type roundel. Fuselage Roundel was changed during 1956
to the current Red Kangaroo type. Red, White & Blue Fin Flashes
were on both sides of the tail fin.
All stencils were Black and all Warning markings were Red. The
Radio {ADF} housing on the nose of FB.31s varied in colour but
usually was painted Black.

Squadron Markings

Type 2 Badge - Late 1957 to 1960 :
A Flying Black Swan with Orange Beak & Eye over a Red '25' surrounded by 'CITY OF PERTH FIGHTER SQUADRON' stenciled in

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Black.

References :

A79-215 Special Scheme - 1960 for the Squadron's stand down from 1. Vampire, Macchi & Iroquois in Australian Service by Stewart Wilson,
flying duties
Aerospace Publications.
Post Office Red overall with Serial Numbers in Aluminium Lacquer
and standard R.A.A.F. Kangaroo roundel on the fuselage booms and
no wing roundels were worn in this scheme. Black Swan with White
details and highlights on both sides of the nose and the Starboard
nose access panel in Natural Metal and Radio {ADF} Housing on the
top of the nose BakeLite Brown.

2. Flying Squadrons of the Australian Defence Force by Steve Eather,
Aerospace Publications.
3. 25 Squadron's Commanding Officer Monthly Reports 1951-1960,
held at the Aviation Heritage Museum of W.A. (AHM of WA)'s Reference Library, Bullcreek, Perth, W.A.

(Editor) See issue 17/1 of 'in Miniature' for full details and photos of 4. RAAF Aircraft Record Cards Microfiche Records , also held at the
these variations in the unit's Vampire markings.
AHM of WA's Reference Library.

Models :

I would also like to acknowledge the help and encouragement of 25
Squadron's History Officer, Squadron Leader Jim Eftos, RAAF ReIn 1/72nd scale - AEROCLUB's FB.5 & T.11, Czech Master's excellent serve.
resin kit of the T.11, AIRFIX/HELLER/REVELL FB.5 or EASTERN EXPRESS/FROG FB.5, which will all have to be modified with the All photos are from my collection and also from the photographic li"Elephant Ears" air intakes on or under the rear fuselage pod of Aus- brary of the AHM of WA, in which case the copyright is held by them.
tralian F.30/FB.31s. Ron's Resin here in Australia did a resin conversion kit with these but I don't know if it's still available.
Mike Mirkovic.
May, 2005.
In 1/48th Scale - AEROCLUB again are the only kits I'd recommend
as the Hobbycraft kit is badly inaccurate, also CLASSIC AIRFRAMES Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
series of 48th Scale Vampire Kits have been released and include Bull Creek Drive
decals for schemes of 25 Squadron's A79-215 {but with errors} in their Bull Creek WA 6149
export version of the Vampire FB.5, but you still have do the "Elephant Phone: (08) 9311-4470
Ears" intakes yourself, and markings for both a RAAF & RAN trainer in Fax : (08) 9311-4455
the Vampire T.11 kit. (The Author supplied photos and info to them via Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
their Australian distributor, Max Shaw of J.B. Wholesalers here in Website:www.raafa.org.au
Perth).
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.

Captions for Photos - Top to Bottom & Next Page top
P882001 - No 86 Wing, Douglas C-47 Dakota A65-93 in front of two 25 Squadron de Havilland DH. 100 Vampire FB.31s A79-762 & 283 at
Forrest Airfield, W.A. 1955 . Note: Vampire A79-283 was the last Vampire fighter built in Australia.
P013917 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-215 of 25 Squadron in it's overall Red scheme with FIt/Lt Terry Carter leaving the cockpit at
RAAF Pearce, January 1960.
P011280 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire F.30 A79-36, 25 Squadron, RAAF Pearce, c.1959
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Vampires Used by 25 Squadron
F.30/FB.31.
A79-9 - 9/56 to 11/59.
A79-36 - 5/56 to 3/60.
A79-60 - 9/52 to 6/54.
A79-115 - 1/52 to 1/55.
A79-170 - 9/53 to 5/54.
A79-178 - 3/59 to 3/60.
A79-199 - 1/56 to 3/60.
A79-215 - 11/56 to 3/60.
A79-263 - 2/55 to 6/55.
A79-282 - 11/54 to 7/55.
A79-308 - 8/59 to 3/60.
A79-408 - 1/56 to 7/56.
A79-462 - 1/52 to 9/54.
A79-472 - 9/51 to 9/53.
A79-474 - 5/52 to 3/60.
A79-514 - 3/55 to 11/56.
A79-520 - 9/56 to 3/60.
A79-529 - 10/56 to 5/59.
A79-536 - 7/55 to 11/56.
A79-552 - 2/53 to 7/54.
A79-762 - 8/54 to 10/56.
A79-915 - 10/54 to 1/56.

A79-934 - 2/53 to 11/56.
A79-985 - 1/56 to 11/57.
T.33/T.35A and T.35.
A79-810 - 10/54 to 12/55.
A79-816 - 11/53 to 12/55.
A79-817 - 7/57 to 8/59.
A79-825 - 4/59 to 8/59.
A79-826 - 12/55 to 8/57.
A79-832 - 5/59 to 8/59.
A79-835 - 1/56 to 8/57.
T.35.
A79-643 - 8/59 to 3/60.
A79-647 - 8/59 to 3/60.
A79-649 - 11/59 to 3/60.
Note : Serial Number then date in service (MM/YY).
Notes on Serial Numbering used for RAAF Vampires - F.30/FB.31s
were numbered randomly for security reasons from 1 to 996, any single seaters numbered in the 600 or 800 range were re-serialed later to
avoid clashing with the two seaters, T.35s where numbered 600 to 668
and the T.33/T.35As from 801 to 842.
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Captions for Photos - Bottom previous page and two photos above:
P014749 - 25 Squadron DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-934 at RAAF Pearce, c.1955.
P014904 - 25 Squadron DH.115 Vampire T.33 A79-810 at RAAF Pearce, c. 1955.
P013922 - 25 Squadron, DH.115 Vampire T.35 A79-647 outside the hangars at RAAF Pearce, c.1960 with ground crew working on the engine.

Air and Ground crews of 25
Squadron RAAF
On the next few pages is a tribute to the
hard working men who make up the core
of any operational unit - the Air and
Ground crews. Some of these photos
also give very useful detail photos of
parts of the airframes.

P013919 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire
FB.31 A79-215 of 25 Squadron in overall Red
scheme with Flt/Lt Terry Carter in the cockpit
at RAAF Pearce, January, 1960
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P013920 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-215, 25 Squadron at RAAF Pearce, close up of the Black Swan nose art with nose
cone removed and surrounded by ground crew, circa 1960.
P014388 - 25 Squadron's Ground Crew refuelling a Vampire at RAAF
Darwin on 26 April 1953 during an exercise.
P014389 - 25 Squadron Armourers working on a Vampire's 20mm
Cannons at RAAF Darwin, 26 Apr, 1953.

MY. inspecting 25 Squadron at Pearce, 20 Nov 1957. Closest Vampire FB.31 is A79-529.
P014390 - 25 Squadron Pilots with Vampires at RAAF Pearce on 26
June 1953. (l/r) Sqn/Ldr M.O.Carr, Plt/Off J.K. Horwood, Flt/Lts G.B.
Russel, J.D. Pease, I.E. Crossing and Plt/Off R.B. Williams.
P014391 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. A/C Cowperthwaite (CAF) loading
20mm Ammunition into a Squadron Vampire at Pearce, 26 June
1953. .

P014404 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Minister for Air, Mr. Osborne, DSC,
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P014392 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Squadron pilot's having a briefing on
the flight line at Pearce on 26 June 1953. Plt/Off LL. Sutton, Flt/Lt J.
Wilsmore, W/Off J. Bird, Sqdn/Ldr M.O. Carr and Flt/Lt K.A. Martin
DFC.
P014393 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Flt/Lt G.B. Russell in the cockpit of a
Vampire, Pearce, 26 June 1953.

8
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P014394 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Flt/Lt I.E. Crossing in a Vampire
cockpit, Pearce 26 June 1953.
P014395 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Plt/Off J.D. Dease in a Vampire
cockpit, Pearce 26 June 1953.

P014396 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Sqdn/Ldr M.O. Carr in a Vampire
cockpit, Pearce 26 June 1953.

P014402 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Wing Commander N.P. McNamara
(later Sir Neville) boarding a Vampire at Pearce on 25 July 1957.

P014397 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Plt/Off J.K. Horwood in a Vampire
cockpit at Pearce, 26 June 1953.

P014403 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Plt/Off R.E. Offord in cockpit of Vampire FB.31 A79-474 at Pearce 25 July, 1957.

P910117 - 25 Squadron, Pearce. Squadron Personnel photo between
two of the Squadron's de Havilland DH.100 Vampire F.30s A79-60 and
A79-115, c.1953.
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P014405 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Mr. Osborne being introduced to
some of the Squadron during an inspection at Pearce, 20 Nov 1957.
Vampire T.35A A79-817 behind.
P014407 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Air Commodore R.F.M. Green (c)
with Flg.Off T. Ward (l) and Sqn/Ldr C.F. Fivash (r) at Pearce, 6 Nov
1959.
P014408 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Air Commodore R.F.M. Green (c)
with Plt/Off H.F. Freeman (l) and Sqn/Ldr C.F. Fivash next to Vampire

10
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FB.31 A79-36 at Pearce, 6 Nov 1959. Note: Sunshade over A79-36's
cockpit.
P014850 - 25 Squadron Vampire F.30 A79-552 at Darwin with
Squadron Armourer working on its 20mm Cannons 26 May 1953.
P881425 - No 25 Squadron Pearce. de Havilland DH.100 Vampire
FB.31 A79-514 being refuelled, also note a GAF Canberra B.20 behind it, c.1956.

On the next pages is a selection of photos of 25 Sqn RAAF Vampires.

P014382 - 11 Squadron GAF Lincoln GR.31 flying over 25 Squadron's
Mustangs and the Squadron's first Vampire F.30 A79-872 during Air
Pageant at Pearce 9 Sept, 1951.

P013023 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-529 of 25 Squadron at RAAF Pearce, c.1958.

P014399 - 25 Squadron Vampire FB.3I A79-170 after a forced landing
at Pearce bombing range on 25 Apr 1954. rear view.

P013915 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31
A79-308 of 25 Squadron flying over the Narrows S Bridge, Perth, c.
late l959.

P014400 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Vampire FB.31 A79-170 after forced
landing at Pearce bombing range on 25 April 1954, port side view.

P013921 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-215, 25 Squadron
outside hangars at RAAF Pearce, c.1957. Silver scheme, C.O's aircraft.

P014401 - 25 Squadron, RAAF. Vampire FB.31 A79-170 forced landing at Pearce bombing range 25 April 1954, close up rear view.
P014406 - 25 Squadron's personnel and aircraft in line-up during Min-
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P014848 - Vampires taxying out prior to take-off for flight to RAAF
Richmond from Pearce 25 July 1957. Note- A79-520, 474 and 36 also
Black Swan badge on wing tanks.
P014849 - Line up of 25 Sqdn's Vampires prior to departure to RAAF
Richmond, 25 July 1957. Note- A79-36 and Black Swan badges on
wing tanks.
P891557 - Line up of de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31s of 25
Squadron including A79-215 and A79-474 at RAAF Pearce, c.1958.
P891568 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-474 of 25 Squadron on flight line armed with RP's under the wing with other squadron
Vampires in the background including A79-215, RAAF Pearce, c.1958
P891582 - de Havilland DH.100 Vampire FB.31 A79-325 of 25 Squadron on flight line, RAAF Pearce, c.1958.
P014846 - 25 Sqdns' Vampires at RAAF Williamtown, 'Operation High
Gun' 5 Oct 1959. Identified : A79-520.
P014847 - Line up of 25 Sqdn's Vampires at RAAF Williamtown for
'Operation High Gun' 5 Oct 1959. NOTE- Red nose, wheel doors and
Aluminium numbers A/C A79-308, 178 and 36.

12
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P990405 - 25 Squadron, RAAF Vampire FB.31 A79-474 doing a low
pass over Pearce airstrip, 21 Sept,1958.

%ULWLVK/LJKW7UXFNVRI::,,

by Jim Grant
Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of
Western Australia (AHMWA) sent me a series of photos of walkarounds that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I will be
running some on a regular basis in these pages.
This batch is of a pair of restored British Light Trucks. This kind of vehicle was in very common use in WW.II but very few models exist unfortunately (apparently they are not 'glamorous' enough for the kit companies). There are however a few made in small scale (1/72 and 1/76)

in both Resin and White Metal, mainly by British Companies.
I'm not 100 % sure what this first vehicle is, so I will throw it open to
the readers. Answers please to the Editor's email address listed in the
CD and printed magazines.
The second vehicle (last row) is an Austin Champ, which is from the
near post WWII period, first prototype 1947, almost 12000 being built.
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5$$)2GGLW\6HDJXOO97DUJHW7XJ

by Steve Mackenzie
Just a quick RAAF Oddity this time as the Editor has run out of time
to do anything more elaborate in putting together this issue. Just
about the wierdest thing I could imagine as having been used as a
Target Tug by the RAAF - a Seagull V. It appears that they have tied
the drogue target to the undercarriage legs - talk about a 'Heath
Robinson' setup. We have no idea what they did with the drogue
when it came time to land the contraption, unless someone tied a big
slip knot into the setup.

The serial appears to be A2-17 (although I cannot be 100% certain of
that). What appears to be a checker pattern painted onto the wing upper surfaces is no more than the way that the light falls where the fabric has moulded itself around the wing ribs. Ignore the types who say
that fabric covered airframes do not show the ribbing clearly beneath
the fabric (see some of the over the top discussion on the new Trumpeter Wellington on the Hyperscale site), it depends on the particular
type involved.

5$$)2GGLW\E:KLWH%HDXILJKWHU/; $ 
UHYLVLWHG
Recently got my CD with In Miniature 19/4 and read your piece on
LX815. Fortunately I went to the PDF file to print it, (to aid my ailing
memory in what I was about to write), and discovered issue 20/1 with
your's and Fred's additions........Anyway, I still think that I can add a
little.

I think this explains quite clearly why the white extends up to the wing
upper surfaces on the leading edges and is also on the wing root fillets. It also clearly explains why the engine cowlings and the forward
part of the nacelle is also finished white. I understand that this scheme
was used on only a few of the early Mk.X Beaufighters.

Re the camouflage, the AMO states that the colour is "glossy white"
on the under surfaces and "standard white" in the areas above the under surfaces which: "should be extended upwards and merge into the
upper surfaces in such a manner that, in front and side elevations, the
aircraft appears almost entirely white" and, "for the engine nacelles,
the standard white should be extended upwards to cover the whole of
the top surface forward of the boundary of the upper surface colour of
the wing near the leading edge". Glossy white could be obtained by
applying a coat of transparent covering dope over standard white.

Finally, there is one aspect of LX815 that seems to have escaped
everyone's attention and was possibly the main reason that DAP at
Fishermens Bend acquired it. This aircraft is equipped with FaireyYoungman bellows type air brakes. The object was to enable the aircraft to be slowed down rapidly without any change in trim and to
achieve a greater dive angle without a commensurate increase in aircraft speed. The units themselves were approximately 6' by 1' 6".
They were mounted under the wings on the outer split-trailing edge
flaps and on the upper wing surfaces directly above.

16
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They were originally trialled on R2057, the second production Mk.IF,
in the UK in 1942 and cleared by the A&AEE. Apparently they were
fitted to some early Mk.X production, but I have no idea how many
aircraft were so fitted. It would appear to have only been a few because they are not evident in photos of the bulk of Mk.Xs.

5-44, the air brakes and venturi have been removed. I recall from my
time at ARL seeing a work folder with a section on "Beaufighter Air
Brakes". Presumably ARL and DAP did some tests on these devices.
Much to my shame I never opened that file. I believe that it was one
of a number destroyed some years ago.

The air brakes were opened and closed by a bellows fitted between
the dive brakes and the wing or flap surface. Pressure to the bellows
was provided from a venturi mounted on a fairing under each wing
just ahead of the flaps. The pressure was tapped at the venturi's
throat and, when the aircraft was in flight, this pressure was much
lower that the external pressure on the dive brakes and held the
brakes shut. When the pilot wanted to open the dive brakes, a butterfly flap at the rear of the venturi was closed. The venturi now became
a plenum and the positive pressure, equal to the dynamic pressure
due to the aircraft's forward speed, was transmitted to the bellows.
This pressure was greater than the external pressure on the air
brakes and they opened. When the aircraft was stationery on the
ground the lower dive brakes dropped open. With the engines running there was enough negative pressure created in the venturi to
close the lower brakes.I have attached two photos of R2057 from
Victor Bingham's book showing the brakes and venturi. Note the butterfly valve at the rear of the venturi which was shut to obtain the
positive pressure to open the air brakes. In one shot the upper
brakes have been propped open with a piece of wood as they would
not normally have been open when the A/C was on the ground.

LX815 is on my list of "must do" Beaufighters, not just because of its
camouflage but because I find the fact that it was fitted with air
brakes, which may have been under consideration for Australian production, fascinating.
I think that there is still much more to be learned about this interesting machine and its connection with DAP.
Cheers,
Peter
The above is the text of an email that Pete Malone sent about our
favourite White Beaufighter LX815 after seeing the last couple of
issues. Adds still more detail to the story of this airframe which
seems to have taken on a life all of it's own.

Credits : Photos and text - via Peter Malone

On LX815, in the shot I have attached and, in the lower photo on
page 12 of 20/1, the sagging air brakes and venturi can also be quite
clearly seen. What you can see are the air brakes, NOT the aircraft's
split flaps. However, it would appear that by the photos taken on 26-
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PP..DQRQHDW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ*URXQGV 
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that have been released
over the years.

This time however we will have a look at a standard German Artillery
piece, the 100mm K18 Kanone, which was used throughout WW.II.
These photos are intended to assist with detailing a model of the K18
Kanone, at least one of which exists in the standard 1/72 scale, by the
Ukrainian company 'Ace'.
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Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them as
reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate photo credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written
authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

22
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$UPRXUHG/RFRPRWLYHV3DUW

by Ley Reynolds

by Ley Reynolds
Historical Notes
In 1932, five of Brazil's 27 states formed the Movimiento Constitucionalista and rebelled against the National Government. In a vast country
such as Brazil with under developed communications, control of the
Railways was imperative and the rebel states constructed five (or possibly six) armoured trains.

Armoured Locomotive
The accompaying drawings show one of the armoured locomotives.
The layout seems to owe much to contemporary Polish and Russian
designs. The starting point for a model of this locomotive is any one of
the Dapol (ex Airfix) OO gauge plastic locomotive kits. These are all
British types, but any will provide the basis for the model. In this case
as most of the actual locomotive is hidden by the armour, only the chassis, wheels and accessories such as buffers and couplings will be used.
The remainder is simply plastic card. Note that tehre are 'corridors' on
each side of the tender - there may be doors at the rear of the tender,
but no details are available. The colour scheme is an overall dark colour
with random stripes in the two lighter colours - my guess would be overall Green with Brown and Yellow stripes. No markings are visible in the
available photos.

Illustrations
Notes: While the original drawing is 1/72 scale (as marked), the size
you get if printed will vary depending on the resolution printed at etc. As
a guide for those attempting to scale correctly, the main body of the
loco and tender (excluding buffers) is 18.9 Cms long on the original.
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6N\FUDQHV (OYLV DQG)ULHQGV
By Alan Yee
Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to
just after the end of W.W.II. and has agreed to this publication using them in our magazine.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos of the
Ericcson Skycranes which are commom types in NSW (and other
Oz states) during the Bushfire Season, which were passed to me
by Alan. A number of people have managed to convert the Revell
Skycrane to this type (from memory there is a company who markets a conversion to make it easier), and these will be very useful
to anyone contemplating that route. (Steve - Editor).
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$ 
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:

P008539 - RAAF Canberra, Avro York C.1 MW140 of the
Governor General's Flight flying over Australia circa late 1945.

Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

P008545 - RAAF Canberra, Percival Proctor IV NP336 of the
Governor General's Flight flying over Canberra circa late
1945.

P008547 - Milne Bay N.G, USAAF C-54 Skymaster 43-9178
of Air Transport Command, 1944.
P008548 - RAAF Bristol Beaufighter Ic, A19-53/ 'Y'
'Margron' of 30 Squadron coming in to land circa 1943.

P008708 - Avro Anson Mk.I EF921 of 6 Comm Flight at
Manbullo N.T, circa 1944-45.
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P008710 - RAAF Bristol Beaufighter X, A19-166/ 'EH-N'
'Margron' of 31 Squadron at Coomalie circa 1944-45

P008711 - RAAF Bristol Beaufort VII, A9-98/ 'B' 'Margron'
of of 6 Communications Flight circa 1944-45.

P008717 - Lockheed Hudson Mk.I A16-47/ 'SU-R' of RAAF Survey Flight probably at Manbullo N.T, circa 1944-45.
P008718 - Consolidated B-24J Liberator, A72-316/ 44-28079 of 99 Squadron RAAF at Fenton Airstrip circa 1945.

P008720 & P008721 - Spitfire Mk.VIII 'QY-K' of 452 Squadron RAAF at Batchelor N.T, on alert and plugged into a trolley ac,
circa 1944.

Editor's Notes - This issue we have some WWII (or immediately
after) material, many of which are taken in Darwin and surrounds.
Captions are based on the ones held in the Museum records and
supplied by Mick along with the scans.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above
by writing to their address for information on sizes available and
prices etc. Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to
identify items required. (Steve)

P014190 - Consolidated C-87-CF Liberator Transport,
EW620 'CK' 'Spirit of London' of 232 Squadron RAF, circa
1945, at either Morotai or Labuan Island..
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7(6WDJKRXQG$UPRXUHG&DU'HWDLOV

Ley's Stuka model as referred to in the text. Photo: Ley Reynolds

By Ley Reynolds
Historical Notes
One vehicle that was used quite extensively in WW.II by services
such as the Canadian and New Zealand Armies (and also by the Australian Army post WW.II) is the Staghound Armoured Car, which
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seems to get very little publicity. As there are now some very good
1/72 kits of various Marks by the Polish firm RPM (which I have not
actually seen an example of, but which are reportedly very detailed but
a bit fiddly to put together), this is a good time to run some manual excerpts provided by Ley Reynolds, to assist in detailing a model of
such.

Above - Left and Right sides of the turret basket.
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T17E1 Staghound Armoured Car Details Part 2
Additionally I have included some more staghound manual excerpts which were gleaned from the excellent 'Maple Leaf Up' forum (see address below). A visit to the forum will also turn up quite a few photos of Canadian (mainly) photos showing the vehicles in operational service
(Editor).
References
1) 'Maple Leaf Up' forum - 'http://www.mapleleafup.org/forums/forumdisplay.php'
2) For some photos of Staghounds in Australian Army service during the 1960's - 'http://www.oldcmp.net/belf_stag.html#Anchor-49575'.
Illustrations
Below - An additional stowage etc diagram.
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More diagrams to assist with adding additional detail.
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Wading Equipment (probably rarely used) and canvas weather covers for the armament.
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH

One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations
turn up in print in the usual sources.
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his
images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.
On this occasion I have put together a spread of photos of a very
common type in RAAF service in the 1950/60s - the de Havilland Vampire (both single seaters and a couple of twin sticks). This selection is
very timely with the major 25 Squadron Vampire article my Mick elsewhere in this issue.(Steve - Editor).

Walkaround of RAAF Vampire F.30, A79-24 (c/n 4012),
shown at a display somewhere.
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This Page and Next : RAAF Vampire FB.31, A79-24 (c/n 4053). This airframe went to RSTT Wagga Wagga 04/08/60 as Instructional Airframe No.13. Was approved for disposal 23/05/64. It was restored to static display condition by Tamair engineering staff in 1993. Currently displayed on a pole in the Hands of Fame Park in Tamworth, NSW.
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Vampire T.33 Trainer A79-834
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RAAF Vampire T.35, A79-612 (c/n 4134). Was displayed on gate at RAAF Base Wagga Wagga in 1986. Located up a pole in a
park at Wagga Wagga NSW in 1998. Was damaged on the port side, but repaired and placed back up the pole. The 'City of
Wagga Wagga' marking is probably not original. Forward of that is the RAAF Base Wagga badge, which obviously draws it's elements from the City insignia.
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([HUFLVH$&(61257+
The exercise flying period was scheduled for 22 May 06 to 14 Jun 06
and included periods of night and early morning flying however noise
minimisation efforts was taken to avoid disturbance to the residents of
Tindal, Darwin and other surrounding Northern Territory communities.
Weekend flying was not scheduled.

officers.” “Whilst the exercise is focussed around these young men and
women, it also puts a lot By
of other
Air Combat
Group and Surveillance
Steve
Mackenzie
and Response Group assets through their paces at the tactical level.
Also, a deployment of this size places a considerable impost on the
Combat Support Group elements in place at both RAAF Tindal and Darwin.”

The Office Commanding the exercise Group Captain David Steele
said:
“Exercise ACES NORTH will test and validate the knowledge and skills
gained over the last few months of the prospective fighter combat instructors, fighter air defence combat controllers and fighter intelligence
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Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI) course
The aim of Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI) Course is to produce F/A-18
and F-111 flying instructors who are experts in the tactical employment
of fast jet aircraft. Students receive advanced training on aircraft systems, weapons and fighter tactics comprising both academic and airborne instruction.
The Course is similar in concept to the USAF Fighter Weapons School
and USN Naval Strike and Air Warfare Centre, formally known as "Top
Gun". Graduates are employed as flying instructors and tactical leaders
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within Air Combat Group and 41WG. Their expertise, skill and experience afford them a reputation for being among the finest exponents of
air warfare in the world.
No. 29 Fighter Combat Instructor (FCI) Course commenced on 09 Jan
06 and graduated on 17 Jun 06. The FCI Course is an intensive fivemonth course conducted by No 78 Wing once every two years.There are
six F/A-18 pilots, two F-111 pilots and one F-111 navigator currently on
the course. No 7 Fighter Combat Controller (FCC) Course is run concurrently by 41WG with three students. The course includes about 80 flying
hours.
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Aircrew are nominated for FCI Course following a recommendation
from their Commanding Officer. They are already experienced pilots
and controllers, all above average. They are essentially high flyers who
have gone through an extensive nomination and selection process
through their unit's chain of Command. On completion of this course
they will go back to their squadrons and units as their tactical experts.
The course is subdivided into four Phases. The first phase is dedicated
to flying instruction and lasts approximately seven weeks. The second
phase represents the start of the tactical part of the course, beginning
with Air to Air Phase. The phase begins with Within Visual Range manoeuvring up to 2v2, and progresses through Beyond Visual Range Air
Combat Training, culminating in Exercise Aces South.
Exercise Aces South is an Air Defence exercise conducted in the airspace to the east of Williamtown. The Course then moves into the Air
to Surface Phase with long range simulated strikes into Southern
Queensland. At the completion of the air to surface phase, the course
deploys to RAAF Base Tindal for the final phase, Exercise Aces North.
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Aces North is a major combined Offensive Counter Air exercise involving up to 40 aircraft, including combat elements from the RAN and
ARA. The tactics employed during Aces North will incorporate lessons
learnt from Operation Iraqi Freedom, practicing large force coalition
style air operations.
The FCI Course is extremely intensive, presenting challenging scenarios that test aircrew understanding and execution of fighter tactics. Students experience the stress and workload that could be expected in
actual operations. As a result, students graduate with the skills required
of the next generation of tactical leaders for Air Combat Group.
This is the fifty-second year the FCI Course has been conducted. Wg.
Cdr Dick Cresswell originally developed the course. It was designed as
a postgraduate course providing specialist training in air to air combat
tactics, to address a perceived post-war decline in combat experience.
The course has grown from a 12 week course focussed on air combat,
to a 23 week course covering flying instruction, air to air and air to
ground combat training reflecting the multi-role capability of modern
fighters.

A Ships, Planes and Sci-fi vehicles show
APMA Meeting on Saturday 17th June 2006
Home Web Site - http://apma.org.au

A sampling of the photos taken by Mick Elst on the day. The full set
is on the Electronic version of the magazine (on CD) - (Steve)

Photos by Mick Elst
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Model Show at Wollongong
Hosted by IPMA
Meeting on 6th of May 2006
Once again, a sampling of the photos taken by Mick Elst on the day.
The full set is on the Electronic version of the magazine (on CD) (Steve)

Photos by Mick Elst
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Model Show at ACT Model Club
Meeting on 28 May 2006
Home Web Site – http://www.actsms.asn.au
And once again, a sampling of the photos taken by Mick Elst on the
day. The full set is on the Electronic version of the magazine (on
CD) - (Steve)

Photos by Mick Elst
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'RZQ0HPRU\/DQH
I've been lucky enough to catch up with some kits of the older, no longer available brands recently and having built a few of them (kits are meant to
be built, not piled up and gloated over !) here's the results..
There are many out there in the modelling world who would, no doubt, be asking why I wanted these old kits, because there's newer kits of the same
subjects about, with no doubt, far better details, recessed panel lines, etc.
My answer is that I prefer the older kits precisely for their lack of detail, they're quicker to assemble (you're never going to see anything much in the
cockpits through a closed canopy - I never build anything with the canopy open these days)… Similarly, raised panel lines and rivets don't bother me
either, they can always be sanded away if they're big or high enough to cause indigestion. Fact is, no full size aircraft ever had etched or raised
panel lines in the first place !
These old kits lack detail where I don't personally think it counts (cockpits, wheel wells etc;), but are generally pretty right in outline, shape and
scale size. That'll do me, the quicker I can get through the building and onto the painting and finishing, the better I prefer things !
Here's a few of them in no particular order. This is not a review type article, no point in reviewing that which is sadly, long gone from the hobby shop
shelves and is thus no longer generally available. All aircraft are 1/72 scale, all other kits shown with scales listed.

Frog 1/72 scale hawker Hunter FGA 9
Finished as box in kit supplied markings.

Otaki 1/48 Messerschmitt 109G-6
Kit finished as box in kit supplied markings

LS 1/72 Yokusuka D4Y “Judy”
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Nichimo 1/72 Mitsubishi A5M “Claude”
Kit has replacement decals as those supplied in the kit were time expired.

Fujimi 1/76 KV II
Kit finished as box in kit supplied insignia.

Frog Vultee Vengeance
(Finished in Spares box decals as a USAAF “hack” in Britain).

Frog Vultee Vengeance (2)
(Finished in Spares Box decals in a “what If” Pre War USN test aircraft
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$FURVVWKHGHVN
Here again, in no particular order, are a few of the kits which have crossed my modelling deck in the last few months.
Airfix 1/600 HMS Suffolk / HMS Manxman set
Pros:– Two of Airfix’s best warships back again, boxed as a pair and still very nice. Plenty of conversion potential to other County Class cruisers in
Suffolk. Manxman always was a goody, only needing the mine laying doors scribed into her stern to be pretty well perfect straight from the box. Lots
of detailing potential in both if brass etch is your thing. I waterlined both, as is my penchant in this scale.
Cons:- Not many really, Suffolk’s moulds are showing their age a bit, and Manxman lacks the aforementioned stern doors.
Final Verdict:- Worth getting for those into small scale warship kits – price is very affordable and both assemble easily and well into convincing replicas. Won’t be available again once current stocks run out. no point in reviewing that which is sadly, long gone from the hobby shop shelves and is
thus no longer generally available. All aircraft are 1/72 scale, all other kits shown with scales listed.

Tamiya 1/700 DKM Scharnhorst
Pros:- Probably the best of the smaller scale Scharnhorst kits, Tamiya’s kit represents the ship as she was at the time of the 1942 “Channel
Dash” straight out of the box
Cons:- Slightly complicated assembly may put some people off, but stick with it, take your time and a very nice model will be the result
Final Verdict:- If small scale ships are your thing, get it !
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$FURVVWKHGHVN«  
Dragon 1/700 HMS Invincible
Pros:- Different kit to those of her sister ships HMS Ark Royal and HMS Illustrious offered by this manufacturer. Invincible was the first and name
ship for this class of Royal Navy Through Deck Cruisers. Easily assembled and no problems encountered. I waterlined it (its one of the very few kits
by Dragon in this scale to NOT offer a waterline option). I also added 8 extra Sea Harriers to her deck, to represent the ship upon her return to Portsmouth after the Falklands conflict
Cons:- Price is a bit on the high side perhaps and I had trouble with the fitting of the flight deck and island. I may have acquired a dud kit, certainly
people I know who have built this one themselves didn’t have the problems I encountered.
Final Verdict:- very nice and worth getting

Airfix 1/72 BAC TSR2
Pros:- We finally get one of these magnificent white lumps injection moulded in the right scale…. Really nice decal sheet with all stencilling etc;
included. Moulded in China with fine, delicately recessed panel lines. Lots of good detail present in wheel wells etc;
Cons:- (Gulps and takes a deep breath) for all its moulded magnificence, Airfix have overcomplicated the assembly and there are several stages
in the fuselage assembly where the unwary could come unstuck and make a horrible mess. The instructions for those sections are almost clear
enough.. I say “almost” because only so much can be indicated by drawings and symbols. However, once those stages are successfully negotiated (recommend several dry runs and test fits before any adhesive gets anywhere near the parts for each stage), a very nice replica will result
that looks on the money when compared to drawings.
Final Verdict:- Its worth the price (it won’t get any cheaper) Be quick and grab one (if you can !) this year, or wait til next year when (as Dame rumour hath it), the kit will go on general release. Airfix have not followed current Oriental/Occidental moulding techniques or trends, there’s no
clever-clever slide moulds involved here, but they have still managed to get a very convincing model out of the moulds, even if it does present the
builder with some challenges along the way, - unlike a lot of currently produced kits. I’m all for that ! There’s already some half-witted folks who
are knocking this kit sight unseen – why ? “Because its Airfix” – there are some very derogatory expressions and phrases to describe such people, but, because I’m a polite sort of chap, I won’t repeat any of them ! Like many others, I cut my teeth on Airfix kits and although they perpetrated some monumental bloomers in their time (as did all of their contemporaries), their kits nearly always looked right. I’m still an Airfix fan and I
care not a fig for anyone who looks despairingly in my direction or deplores me for that heinous offence (???).
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R & R Models - 1/48 RAAF Hawk 127 LIF Conversion
Catalogue: RR48001.
Scale: 1/48th
Media: Resin.
Price: A$45.00 RRP.
Advantages: High quality and attention to detail. Good printing detail
and colour. Very Good instructions.
Recommendation: Highly Recommended.
Brett Reynolds of R & R Models has recently produced a correction
and conversion set for the Airfix Hawk 100 kit that allows us to turn it
into the RAAF's Lead In Fighter (LIF) Hawk 127. Despite the fact that
Airfix provide decals to do a RAAF machine, it is simply not accurate to
use a 100 kit to build a 127 Hawk. The bulk of the conversion is in the
cockpit area with replacement tub, seats, instrument panels (glass
cockpit), HUDs etc. A corrected nose is also provided as well as an
upper fuselage correction (just behind the cockpit). As you will see
from the photos below, the casting are very good with minimal cleanup
required. I was able to see the masters being built for this conversion
and can attest to the attention to detail and quality of fit in this set.
Figure 2 -The seats are nicely detailed and moulded. Two MB. Mk.10
seats are provided,
Figure 3 -The Hawk 127 LIF was purpose built by BAE for the RAAF to
simulate as closely as possible the glass cockpit of the F/A-18 operated by the RAAF. R & R have accurately created the two panels
needed. For great reference photos, check out Darren Motrams Hawk
Pages
Figure 4 -A rear view of the instrument shrouds reveals a high level attention to detail. These highly visible sections on the finished model
will look the part.
Figure 5 -The main tub has again been completely replaced. According
to the instructions (see Figure 14), removal of a lot of plastic from the
kit fuselage halves is required for a snug fit.
Figure 6 -How Airfix managed to get the nose profile of the 100 series
Hawks so wrong, I do not know. R & R have re-profiled the nose and
detailed the wheel well along the way. The panel line detail here is well
done.
Figure 7 -The nose section as seen from below. The kit nose wheel
strut should slot straight in here.
Figure 8 -Attention to detail is evident in this shot of the nose wheel
well.
Figure 9 -The left (port) cockpit side wall detail. Be careful when removing the flash as these parts are very thin.
Figure 10 -The right (stb) sidewall.
Figure 11 -The set comes with two sprues of rudder pedals, control
column and HUD.
Figure 12 -The upper fuselage plug with extra detailing and correction
replaces the Airfix kit part 47.
Figure 13 -Finally the cockpit rear bulkhead has been detailed up and
directly replaces the kit part (not shown).
Figure 14 -The two page B&amp;W instructions come complete with
useful pictures that ensure the correct sequence of assembly is followed (not shown).
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